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Abstract: This article presents the results of comparative investigations of thermal parameters
of hybrid sol–gel coatings (named TMZ) prepared from tetraethyl orthosilicate and organically
modified 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane. The coatings were prepared with the addition of
zirconium(IV) tetrapropoxide chelated with methacrylic acid. Two series of samples were investigated:
the first series, TMZ-I, TMZ-II and TMZ-III, with different amounts of zirconium, and the second
series, TMZ-I/Ce, TMZ-II/Ce and TMZ-III/Ce, with the addition of cerium nitrate. The influence
of the amount of zirconium and cerium on the thermal parameters of the sol–gel coatings was
next analyzed. Two non-destructive and photothermal techniques were used for this purpose:
photothermal radiometry (PTR) and beam deflection spectroscopy (BDS). The thermal diffusivity
and conductivity of the coatings were extracted from the frequency experiments and are presented
and discussed. The two-layer model was applied to interpret the photothermal spectra. The results
obtained using these two techniques are compared and discussed.

Keywords: hybrid sol–gel coatings; non-destructive testing; photothermal radiometry; photothermal
beam deflection spectrometry; thermal diffusivity; thermal conductivity

1. Introduction

The hybrid materials obtained by the sol–gel methods are composite materials com-
bining properties of organic and inorganic polymer materials. Their major advantage is
combining various properties in a coating. Inorganic materials are hard, stiff and thermally
stable, whereas organic polymers have good toughness, elasticity and low density [1].
The adjustment of the hybrid sol–gel coating properties for desired application can be
achieved by introducing changes in their structure or composition as well as by varying
their thickness.

Aluminum and aluminum-based alloys currently attract the most attention of all
metals in different fields of industry. This is the consequence of their unique properties that
include stiffness, low density and high strength-to-weight ratio. These properties can be
further improved by the combination of aluminum with other substances to create its alloys.
Unfortunately, such a process decreases its corrosion resistance, making the alloys sensitive
to oxidation and pitting processes. Thus, various coating systems are employed to protect
these materials under service conditions [2]. It has been reported in previous publications
that high corrosion resistance for Al/Al-based alloys can be ensured by coatings with
introduced Si/Zr particles which also have a polymerized organic matrix [3,4]. The content
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of Zr determines the rate and effectiveness of condensation reaction by influencing on the
creation of polycondensed Si species and grouping them in large domains and thus making
the corrosion resistance of the coating dependent on Zr content. Additionally, different Zr
salts such as chloride, acetate and nitrate are found to be an efficient corrosion inhibitors
for Al/Al-based alloys [5,6] since they form different hydroxides such as Ce(OH)3 and
Ce(OH)4 in the surface area when an increased local pH is present caused by cathodic
reaction of oxygen reduction that occurs in the case of Si/Zr systems. Therefore, the Ce-
doped Si/Zr-based hybrid sol–gel coatings with different amounts of zirconium present a
great opportunity for research.

Corrosion protective coatings are not only a barrier layer between the object and its
environment, but they also act as a protection of small and local areas of exposed substrate.
They also stop the spread of damage, minimize electrolyte and water penetration and block
corrosion reactions. One of the weak points of protective coatings is the presence of pores or
other defects in which the corrosion process is initiated because they act as diffusion paths
and allow the aggressive solution to reach the underlying substrate that is not resistant to
corrosion [7].

It is seen from the presented results that the TMZ coatings are dense and compact,
which consequently makes them attractive materials as anticorrosion protective layers for
Al and different Al alloys since they ensure high corrosion resistance even under aggressive
environmental conditions. The level of corrosion protection is dependent on the amount of
Zr in the coating that determines the process of condensation reaction and influence on
the formation of large domain of polycondensed Si species. Unfortunately, TMZ coatings
do not contain corrosion inhibitors that enhance the anticorrosion properties of protective
layers. Thus, it is necessary to add additional compounds into the coating matrix. The most
promising species were found to be rare earth cations such as cerium(III) and cerium(IV)
salts, but their addition changes the physical, chemical and corrosion properties of the
protective coating.

It has been reported that the thermal properties of hybrid sol–gel also depend on the
amount of Zr added to the siloxane network and Ce to the Si/Zr sol [8] since the structure
and organization are changed. Thermal properties measured using photothermal beam
deflection spectroscopy (BDS) were used to evaluate the porosity of TMZ coatings [8].
Thermal diffusivity and conductivity decreased with the increasing amount of Zr in the
coating which is reflected in reduced porosity. TMZ coatings with the amount of Zr showed
a better corrosion resistance of NaCl solution. The addition of Ce was beneficial in terms
of pinhole blocking and decreasing porosity thus also improving corrosion behavior. In
another study, we used BDS to analyze hybrid silica-based acrylic sol–gel coatings with
different lengths of alkyl chains [9].

The thermal conductivity and diffusivity of porous materials change with an increase
in porosity compared to compact materials [10]. The porosity of such coatings determines
their physical properties and thus further possible application. Pores interlink and form
cracks, weakening the samples’ stability and their resistance to corrosion.

During the last few years, interest in non-destructive testing has increased. Non-
destructive photothermal methods have been applied widely in investigating different
types of materials [11–13].

The photothermal radiometry (PTR) method [14–17] can be applied to investigations of
thermal parameters [18–23], recombination parameters [24,25] or optical parameters [26,27].

This method is non-destructive, the same as the photoacoustic method [28–33], pho-
topyroelectric method [34,35] and beam deflection spectrometry [36–38].

PTR and beam deflection spectroscopy (BDS) have been used in performed investi-
gations of the sol–gel coatings. In this work, photothermal radiometry in the frequency
domain was used. The pulse variant of this method is also used elsewhere [39,40].

The goal of the study is to apply the PTR and BDS techniques for precise determination
of thermal parameters of hybrid organic–inorganic protective coatings related to their
coating protective properties.
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2. Experimental
2.1. Materials

As a substrate, 1 mm-thick, 15 mm diameter, flat discs of Al (>99.0%, GoodFellow,
Huntingdon, UK) were used.

The sol–gel was prepared using tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS: Si(OC2H5)4, 99.9%,
Aldrich, Munich, Germany), 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MAPTMS: H2C=C
(CH3)CO2(CH2)3Si(OCH3)3, 98%, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), zirconium(IV) tetrapropox-
ide, (ZTP: Zr(OCH2CH2CH3)4, 70 wt.%, in 1-propanol, Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA),
methacrylic acid (MAA: H2C=C(CH3)COOH, 99.0%, Aldrich, Zwijndrecht,
The Netherlands) and hydrochloric acid (HCl, >37%, AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany).

The prepared sol–gels were doped using 0.5 wt.% cerium(III) nitrate hexahydrate
(Ce(NO3)3·6H2O, 99.9%, Sigma, Lyon, France).

2.2. Synthesis

In the present study, three different types of organic–inorganic hybrid coatings were
prepared. For that purpose, two sols were used. The first one was a silicon-based sol
obtained by mixing TEOS and MAPTMS, whereas the second one was produced by
adding MAA to the ZTP. TEOS and MAPTMS were hydrolyzed providing acidic con-
ditions and composed with ZTP and MAA. The hybrid sol–gel solution was thus prepared,
and it was further stirred for one hour and aged for 2 days. The coatings prepared in
the way described above are denoted as TMZ. The molar ratio of alkoxide precursors
TEOS/MAPTMS/ZTP/MAA was 0.18:1:X:0.12, where X was 0.06, 0.12 and 0.48. The
molar amounts of H2O (2.075 mol) and catalyst HCl (0.001 mol) were kept constant. These
coatings are denoted as TMZ-I, TMZ-II and TMZ-III, respectively. The details of TMZ
coating preparation can be found in Reference [8].

The composition of TMZ coatings was then changed by adding 0.5 wt.% of Ce(NO3)3
into the sol. The final solution was stirred for 10 min and aged for 1 h. Coatings containing
Cr are denoted as TMZ-I/Ce, TMZ-II/Ce and TMZ-III/Ce in this study.

2.3. Samples

The Al substrate was ground underwater with 2400- and 4000-grit SiC emery papers,
rinsed with distilled water and cleaned in ethanol using an ultrasonic cleaner for 10 min.
The coatings were deposited on the Al substrate using syringes equipped with filters
(0.2 µm pore size) and a spin-coater (WS-650-23NPP/LITE/IND, Laurell Technologies,
North Wales, PA, USA) rotating at 4000 rpm for 30 s. Then, the coatings were left to rest at
ambient temperature for 10 min. After that, they were thermally annealed at 100 ◦C for one
hour on a preheated hotplate in daylight. As a result of the whole procedure, the obtained
coatings were highly homogeneous with the thickness of about 10 µm.

3. Methods
3.1. Photothermal Radiometry

Modulated photothermal radiometry (PTR) was the first technique applied to obtain
the thermal parameters of the hybrid sol–gel coatings. The experimental setup for the PTR
measurements in in the frequency domain of the investigated sol–gel coatings is presented
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic block diagram of the experimental setup used for the PTR frequency characteris-
tics measurements.

A Roithner LaserTechnik, Vienna, Austria LD-450-1600MG laser diode with a Thorlabs,
Newton, NJ, USA, LDM9T/M Laser Diode Mount with integrated temperature controller
was used as a light source.

The intensity of the exciting laser light was modulated by a Thorlabs, Newton, NJ,
USA, LDC205C Benchtop LD Current Driver. As a result of the optical excitation, thermal
waves were generated in the coatings and substrates. The Stanford Research System,
Sunnyvale, United States SR830 lock-in amplifier controlled the laser driver. The thermal
radiation was detected using a PVI-3TE-5 infrared photovoltaic detector from VIGO System
S.A., Warsaw, Poland. The spectral sensitivity range of the used photovoltaic detector
was optimized for 5.5 µm. The detector was equipped with a transimpedance amplifier
(10 Hz–1 MHz) and cooled with a thermoelectric system. The signal from the photovoltaic
detector was collected with a Stanford Research, Sunnyvale, CA, USA, SR 830 phase
sensitive amplifier, which measured the amplitude and phase of the PTR signal. The
construction of an X-Y table was based on MLA-K modules. They were driven by step
motors. All measurements were performed at room temperature and were computer-
controlled. The experimental characteristics for investigated samples were measured in the
frequency range of modulation of laser light from 10 Hz to 100 kHz.

3.2. Beam Deflection Spectroscopy

The second method for investigating the thermal parameters of coatings was beam
deflection spectrometry (BDS). The experimental setup for this method is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Scheme of the experimental setup used to perform the BDS measurements.

As an excitation beam (EB), a solid-state laser of 532 nm output wavelength and
30 mW output power (Excelsior 532-200 CDRH, LBX-785 HPE, Spectra Physics, Stahnsdorf,
Germany) was chosen. A He-Ne laser (1103P, Uniphase, St. Charles, IL, USA) was used
as a probe beam (PB) source of 633 nm output wavelength and 3 mW output power. Both
beams were focused by a set of lenses (Bi-Convex, AR Coated: 350–700 nm, Edmund Optics,
Barrington, NJ, USA). An electro-optic (EO) amplitude modulator (400–600 nm, 4102-M,
New Focus, San Jose, CA, USA) controlled by a high voltage amplifier (3211, New Focus,
San Jose, CA, USA) and a function generator (JUPITER 2000, Black Star, Longfield, UK)
was used to modulate the pump beam to provide the sample’s frequency scan from its bulk
to subsurface layer and obtain information about its properties distributed within its depth.
The range of modulation frequency used in the study was from 2 to 25 kHz. The EB was
directed perpendicularly onto the coating’s surface and focused to a spot of about 500 µm
by a lens of 100 mm focal length (KBX019, Bi-Convex Lens, N-BK7, 6.35 mm Diameter,
25.4 mm EFL, Uncoated, Newport, Irvine, CA, USA).

The PB was focused to a spot of 40 µm in diameter over the coating by a lens of 40 mm
focal length (LB1757-A, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA). The intensity change of the probe
beam caused by its interaction with temperature oscillation (TO) induced over the coating
was measured by QPD (PDQ80A, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) equipped with a filter
(IF) (632.8 nm CWL, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) and connected to the phase sensitive
lock-in amplifier (LiA) (Stanford Research System, Sunnyvale, CA, USA, Model SR510)
as well as a PC for data acquisition and processing. The sample was placed on a 3D
translation stage (CVI, New Mexico, United States, Model 2480M/2488) which enabled the
optimization of the experimental configuration. The BDS experimental setup was optimized
by directing the PB twice through the area of TO by a set of mirrors (VIS Dielectric Mirror,
1.0 in. Diameter, 450–700 nm, Newport, Irvine, CA, USA), thus increasing the length of PB
interaction with TO and further increase in the sensitivity of the technique.

3.3. Scanning Electron Microscope

The analysis of coating morphology was performed using a scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM) (JSM 7001, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a lower electron detector.
The parameters of the microscope were as follows: current 8–10 nA, voltage 15 kV, beam
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diameter 1 µm, decreased vacuum in the chamber with the pressure of 50 Pa. Before the
analysis, the surface of the coating was coated with 5 nm Au/Pd to avoid charging.

4. Theoretical Background
4.1. PTR Method

Photothermal radiometry is a photothermal technique that relies on thermal wave
generation [41–43]. In this method, the sample is illuminated with an intensity-modulated
beam of laser light. As a result of the optical absorption of this light, periodical temperature
waves arise. For the IR opaque samples, the PTR signal is proportional to the temperature
of the illuminated surface of the sample. The investigated samples consisting of two
layers (sol–gel coating deposited on aluminum substrate) were coated with a thin (a few
nanometers) layer of gold (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Simplified schematic of the investigated sample.

The gold layer was used in SEM measurements. The presence of gold also assured
the role of an absorber in further studies using the PTR method. This allowed the use of a
two-layer PTR model presented in Equation (1).

T =
I

λcσc

cos h(dcσc + dsσs) + R12 cos h(dcσs − dcσs)

sin h(dcσc + dsσs) + R12 sin h(dcσc − dsσs)
(1)

where:
I—laser light intensity;
R12—thermal reflection coefficient between the first (coating) and the second (sub-

strate) layer;
dc—thickness of the coating;
ds—thickness of the substrate;
λc—thermal conductivity of the coating;
αc—thermal diffusivity of the coating;
λs—thermal conductivity of the substrate;
αs—thermal diffusivity of the substrate.
The thermal reflection coefficient is described by Equation (2):

R12 =

λc√
αc
− λs√

αs

λc√
αc

+ λs√
αs

(2)

The complex thermal wave number (σi, subscript i can be s and c which refers to the
coating and the substrate, respectively) is described by Equation (3):
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σi = (1 + i)

√
π f
αi

(3)

The amplitude of the photothermal signal is calculated from the equations
presented below:

Amp = |T| (4)

Ph =
180
π

arg(T) (5)

In the proposed two-layer model, simulation calculations were performed. The pur-
pose of these calculations was to identify PTR signal changes as a function of changes in
thermal diffusion and thermal conductivity values of the coating. The values of parameters
taken for the simulation calculations were as follows: dc = 10 × 10−4 cm, ds = 0.05 cm,
αc = 5.0 × 10−3 cm2/s, λc = 2.0 × 10−3 W/cm·K, αs = 0.973 cm2/s, λs = 2.37 W/cm·K. The
results of simulations are presented in Figure 4.
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The characteristic frequency for the coating (fcc) and the substrate (fcs) for which the
thermal wave diffusion length is equal to the thickness of the coating or the substrate,
respectively, can be expressed as follows:

f ci =
αi

πdi
(6)

With an increase in the thermal conductivity and the thermal diffusivity of the coating,
the corresponding value of the characteristic frequency for the coating (fcc) moves towards
higher frequencies. This situation is presented in Figure 4.

4.2. BDS Method

The structure of the examined sample (coating deposited on the bulk substrate with
an infinite column of air over it) is presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Schematic of the sample geometry for BDS investigation.

In the BDS method, an intensity-modulated excitation beam (EB) of light illuminates
the surface of the examined coating [44–46]. As a result of nonradiative de-excitation
processes of the absorbed radiation, temperature oscillation (TO) in the coating and fluid
over its surface are generated.

The TO in i-th layer of the sample (Figure 5) satisfies the Fourier–Kirchhoff
equation [42–44]:

1
αi

∂ϑi
∂t

= ∇2ϑi +
qi
λi

; (7)

where qi is the power density of internal heat sources, λi is thermal conductivity and αi is
thermal diffusivity.

In our case, the EB is a laser with Gaussian intensity distribution modulated by
angular frequency ω; thus, the density of internal heat sources in the i-th sample layer can
be written as:

qsi(y, z, t) =
λiP0

4πα2

i−1

∑
1
(1− Rk) exp

[
−y2 + z2

α2 − λi

(
z−

i−1

∑
1

dk

)]
[1 + cos(ωt)] (8)

where P0 is the EB intensity at the input of the experimental setup, dk is the thickness of the
sample layer and Rk is the reflectivity of the sample layer.

The real part of the solution of Equation (7) can be written as:

v f (y, z, t) = θ(y, z) cos[ωt + ϕ(y, z)] (9)

where θ(y, z) is the amplitude TO in the fluid above the coating, and ϕ(y, z) is the phase shift
between the coating surface temperature and the EB. θ(y, z) and ϕ(y, z) contain information
about the thermal properties of the coating since they determine the heat conduction within
the material and its exchange with the surroundings (structural, transport, optical etc.).

The induced TO is probed by the PB laser beam grazing the coating surface, which
causes its intensity change that further produces the photodeflection signal (PDS). The PDS
is found based on complex ray theory [44], according to which PB interaction with TO in
the fluid above the coating changes the PB trajectory [44–46]:

z1(ξ, τ) = n2
0sT

τ∫
0

(
τ − τ′

)∂ϑ f

∂z
dτ′ (10)

where n0 is the refracting index of undisturbed fluid, ∂υf/∂z are temperature gradients
induced by TO in the fluid over the coating’s surface, sT = (1/n0)(dn/dT) is the temperature
coefficient of refractive index (thermal sensitivity), τ is the running complex coordinate
along the PB trajectory and ξ is the PB’s coordinate in the input plane of the experimental
setup (z = 0).
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The consequence of the PB deflection on refractive index gradients changes its diver-
gence which introduces correction to the PB amplitude a1 in a form:

A(xD) = A0[1 + a1(xD)] (11)

where A0 is the amplitude of the undisturbed probe beam.
Another effect of the PB interaction with TO is the change in the PB optical path that

results from both the PB deflection on thermal gradients and the change in the refractive
index of the fluid in which it propagates, which introduces the correction to the PB phase:

Φ1 = kn2
0sT

τ∫
0

ϑ f
[
z
(
τ′
)]

dτ′ (12)

The amplitude and phase change of PB results in its intensity change of the photodiode
signal given by:

SPD = 2Kd

 +∞∫
0

−
0∫

−z0

dz
+∞∫
−∞

dy[Re(a1)− kIm(Φ1)]I0 = APD cos
(

Ωt + φ f + φPD

)
(13)

Here Kd is the detector constant, k is the wavenumber of the PB, I0 is the light intensity
of the undisturbed PB, APD is the change in PB amplitude and ϕf and ϕPD are the change
in PB phase resulting from the change in the fluid refractive index because of TO and
deflection of PB on thermal gradients, respectively.

Figures 6 and 7 present the amplitude and phase dependence on the coating thermal
conductivity (Figure 6) and diffusivity (Figure 7) for TO propagation in air (αf = 0.224 cm2/s,
λf = 0.26 × 10−3 W/cm·K).
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Figure 6. Theoretical BDS amplitude and phase dependence on the values of thermal conductivity of
coating deposited on bulk support for PB height over the sample of 60 µm and its radius in the waist
of 40 µm and for different modulation frequencies of the excitation beam (60, 600, 2000 rad/s).

The amplitude of BDS signal decreases with the increase in the coating thermal
conductivity, whereas the phase weakly depends on it. Thermal conductivity determined
the material’s ability to conduct heat. The higher the value, the higher the rate of heat
transfer decreasing the BDS signal (Figure 6). Thermal diffusivity determines the rate
at which the heat generated in the sample is transferred to the surrounding media by
diffusion. Thus, the increase in thermal diffusivity value increases the BDS signal, as
shown in Figure 7. The behavior of TO is determined by both values of thermal parameters
describing their temporal and spatial behavior.
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5. Results

Thermal properties of samples were determined using the PTR and BDS techniques and
were supported using SEM that provided information about the structure of the coatings.

5.1. SEM Analysis

Morphology of the coatings was obtained by using SEM at magnifications of 5000× as
well as 250,000×, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 9. The SEM images (250,000×) of the TMZ coatings.

It is seen from the SEM images that the surfaces of the TMZ coatings are compact
and dense without any visible defects, pores or micro-cracks. The homogeneity was
further improved with the increase in the amount of zirconium in the coating, which is the
result of the presence of more viscous sol due to incorporating zirconium into the sol–gel
network [1]. The homogeneity also indicates that the zirconium was fully integrated into
the TMZ coating structure and forms a network with Zr and Si. All coatings uniformly
cover the aluminum surface, which indicates good adhesion.

Nevertheless, TMZ-I and TMZ-II coatings present a slightly corrugated surface that
may be related to the lower condensation degree between initial precursors in the sol during
the process of coating preparation [1]. In the case of TMZ-III, coatings appear to be entirely
homogeneous, which indicates their higher condensation degree compared to TMZ-I and II.
The presence of light spikes in the images of samples doped with Ce (TMZ-x/Ce) confirm
implantation. Cerium replaced the non-condensed species in the coatings forming more
species with two oxygen bridges and silicon [8].

In the next step, the microscope’s magnification was further increased to perform
imaging at a magnification of 250,000×. The obtained images are shown in Figure 9.

The images show that the samples specified as the siloxane coating with a higher
amount of Zr are more compact and dense materials with higher homogeneity.

5.2. PTR Analysis

The PTR experimental and theoretical amplitude and phase frequency characteristics
of the TMZ-I sample are presented in Figure 10.

The solid red line (Theoretical 1) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal
parameters (αc = 2.404 ± 0.073 cm2/s, λc = 2.730 ± 0.168 W/cm·K). The solid green line
(Theoretical 2) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal parameters divided by
4 (α/4, λ/4). The solid blue line (Theoretical 3) was calculated for the best fit values of
thermal parameters multiplied by 4 (4 × α, 4 × λ). Circles are experimental data.
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retical 2) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal parameters divided by 4 (α/4, 
λ/4). The solid blue line (Theoretical 3) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal 
parameters multiplied by 4 (4×α, 4×λ). Circles are experimental data. 

The PTR experimental and theoretical amplitude and phase frequency characteris-
tics of the TMZ-II sample are presented in Figure 12. 

Figure 10. Theoretical and experimental PTR amplitude and phase characteristics obtained for the
TMZ-I sample.

The PTR experimental and theoretical amplitude and phase frequency characteristics
of the TMZ-I + Ce(NO3)3 sample are presented in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Theoretical and experimental PTR amplitude and phase characteristics obtained for the
TMZ-I + Ce(NO3)3 sample.

The solid red line (Theoretical 1) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal
parameters (αc = 2.140 ± 0.078 cm2/s, λc = 2.090 ± 0.250 W/cm·K). The solid green line
(Theoretical 2) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal parameters divided by
4 (α/4, λ/4). The solid blue line (Theoretical 3) was calculated for the best fit values of
thermal parameters multiplied by 4 (4 × α, 4 × λ). Circles are experimental data.

The PTR experimental and theoretical amplitude and phase frequency characteristics
of the TMZ-II sample are presented in Figure 12.
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Figure 13. Theoretical and experimental PTR amplitude and phase characteristics obtained for the 
TMZ-II + Ce(NO3)3 sample. 

The solid red line (Theoretical 1) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal pa-
rameters (αc = 1.960 ± 0.082 cm2/s, λc = 1.900 ± 0.250 W/cm∙K). The solid green line (Theo-
retical 2) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal parameters divided by 4 (α/4, 
λ/4). The solid blue line (Theoretical 3) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal 
parameters multiplied by 4 (4×α, 4×λ). Circles are experimental data. 
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Figure 12. Theoretical and experimental PTR amplitude and phase characteristics obtained for the
TMZ-II sample.

The solid red line (Theoretical 1) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal
parameters (αc = 2.342 ± 0.060 cm2/s, λc = 2.523 ± 0.117 W/cm·K). The solid green line
(Theoretical 2) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal parameters divided by
4 (α/4, λ/4). The solid blue line (Theoretical 3) was calculated for the best fit values of
thermal parameters multiplied by 4 (4 × α, 4 × λ). Circles are experimental data.

The PTR experimental and theoretical amplitude and phase frequency characteristics
of the TMZ-II + Ce(NO3)3 sample are presented in Figure 13.
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parameters multiplied by 4 (4×α, 4×λ). Circles are experimental data. 
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Figure 13. Theoretical and experimental PTR amplitude and phase characteristics obtained for the
TMZ-II + Ce(NO3)3 sample.

The solid red line (Theoretical 1) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal
parameters (αc = 1.960 ± 0.082 cm2/s, λc = 1.900 ± 0.250 W/cm·K). The solid green line
(Theoretical 2) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal parameters divided by
4 (α/4, λ/4). The solid blue line (Theoretical 3) was calculated for the best fit values of
thermal parameters multiplied by 4 (4 × α, 4 × λ). Circles are experimental data.

The PTR experimental and theoretical amplitude and phase frequency characteristics
of the TMZ-III sample are presented in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Theoretical and experimental PTR amplitude and phase characteristics obtained for the
TMZ-III sample.

The solid red line (Theoretical 1) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal
parameters (αc = 2.112 ± 0.057 cm2/s, λc = 2.100 ± 0.194 W/cm·K). The solid green line
(Theoretical 2) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal parameters divided by
4 (α/4, λ/4). The solid blue line (Theoretical 3) was calculated for the best fit values of
thermal parameters multiplied by 4 (4 × α, 4 × λ). Circles are experimental data.

The PTR experimental and theoretical amplitude and phase frequency characteristics
of the TMZ-III + Ce(NO3)3 sample are presented in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Theoretical and experimental PTR amplitude and phase characteristics obtained for the
TMZ-III + Ce(NO3)3 sample.

The solid red line (Theoretical 1) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal
parameters (αc = 1.838 ± 0.070 cm2/s, λc = 1.710 ± 0.167 W/cm·K). The solid green line
(Theoretical 2) was calculated for the best fit values of thermal parameters divided by
4 (α/4, λ/4). The solid blue line (Theoretical 3) was calculated for the best fit values of
thermal parameters multiplied by 4 (4 × α, 4 × λ). Circles are experimental data.

The thermal diffusivity and conductivity values obtained for investigated samples
hold within the relative expanded uncertainties with 95.45% (±2σ) confidence level [47,48].
They are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Thermal parameters values for investigated TMZ coatings were determined using non-
destructive photothermal radiometry.

Coating Thermal Diffusivity × 10−3

(cm2/s)
Thermal Conductivity × 10−3

(W/cm·K)

TMZ-I 2.404 ± 0.073 2.730 ± 0.168

TMZ-I/Ce 2.140 ± 0.078 2.090 ± 0.250

TMZ-II 2.342 ± 0.060 2.523 ± 0.117

TMZ-II/Ce 1.960 ± 0.082 1.900 ± 0.250

TMZ-III 2.112 ± 0.057 2.100 ± 0.194

TMZ-III/Ce 1.838 ± 0.070 1.710 ± 0.167

These obtained values were estimated using the best fits of Equation (1) to the normalized
experimental data with the use of the least-squares method (multi-parameter fittings).

5.3. BDS Analysis

The amplitude and phase of the BDS signal were acquired as a function of the modula-
tion frequency of TO. The theoretical dependences obtained based on Equations (10)–(13)
were fitted to experimental data (Figure 16) using a multiparameter fitting procedure. The
fitted parameters were the thermal diffusivity and conductivity of the TMZ coating. The
obtained values are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Values of thermal parameters of TMZ coatings determined using BDS.

Coating Thermal Diffusivity
αc × 10−3 (cm2/s)

Thermal Conductivity
λc × 10−3 (W/cm·K)

TMZ-I 2.53 ± 0.08 2.64 ± 0.09

TMZ-I/Ce 2.14 ± 0.07 2.21 ± 0.07

TMZ-II 2.44 ± 0.08 2.52 ± 0.08

TMZ-II/Ce 1.96 ± 0.06 2.02 ± 0.07

TMZ-III 2.05 ± 0.06 2.15 ± 0.07

TMZ-III/Ce 1.75 ± 0.05 1.87 ± 0.06

Thermal diffusivity decreases with an increase in zirconium in the coating (from TMZ-I
to TMZ-III). The highest thermal diffusivity (αc = 2.53× 10−3, cm2/s) has the TMZ-I sample,
containing the lowest amount of Zr (molar ratio of ZTP is 0.06). Thermal conductivity has
the same tendency as thermal diffusivity. The results are in good agreement with the values
obtained by the PTR method.
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5.4. Correlation between Thermal Properties and Structural Properties

It is seen from the previous sections (Sections 5.2 and 5.3) that thermal diffusivity
decreases with an increase in zirconium in the coating (from TMZ-I to TMZ-III). The highest
thermal diffusivity is shown by the TMZ-I sample, containing the lowest amount of Zr
(molar ratio of ZTP is 0.06). Thermal conductivity has the same tendency as thermal
diffusivity. Due to the presence of Zr during the condensation process, large domains of
polycondensed Si species are formed which introduces additional interfaces in the matrix
material, thus deteriorating the rate of heat conduction and consequently its exchange with
surroundings leading to decrease in the values of thermal properties of the coating.

The addition of Ce ions into the TMZ coatings leads to a further decrease in the values
of their thermal parameters since the structural characteristics of the coatings are further
changed as Ce forms a more condensed network by increasing the condensation rate of
the hybrid sol by reducing the amount of silanol groups in the matrix and introducing
crosslinking between polymer molecules. Furthermore, Ce ions are of larger size (1.978 Å)
compared to silicon atoms (1.068 Å) and are able to migrate through the anticorrosion layer
which may result in changes in its barrier properties by introducing lattice deformation
and thus forming pores and cracks [49–51]. The results obtained by PTR and BDS methods
are in good agreement.

6. Conclusions

The investigated sol–gel coatings were synthesized and deposited on the aluminum
substrate. Their thermal parameters were investigated. The data show that different
amounts of Zr in the siloxane network and the addition of Ce in Si/Zr sol led to their differ-
ent thermal properties. These results were obtained with the use of PTR and BDS methods.
It was proved that it was possible to determine simultaneously both the thermal diffusivity
and thermal conductivity of the samples from the fitting of theoretical to experimental fre-
quency amplitude and phase PTR as well as BDS characteristics. Thermal diffusivity values
obtained by the PTR method are in the range (1.838–2.404)× 10−3 cm2/s; on the other hand,
the thermal conductivity values are in the range (1.710 – 2.730)× 10−3 W/cm·K. The values
of the thermal diffusivity obtained using BDS are in the range (1.75–2.53) × 10−3 cm2/s,
and thermal conductivity values are in the range (1.8–2.6) × 10−3 W/cm·K. The new re-
search aspect was the use of two nondestructive methods (PTR and BDS) and comparing
the results obtained using these methods. The use of these methods allowed for precise
determination of the obtained thermal parameters of the tested layers. The compliance
of the results made them reliable. It was found that in both cases the thermal diffusivity
decreased with an increase in the amount of Zr in the coating. Thermal conductivity had
the same tendency as thermal diffusivity. It was also shown that the addition of Ce into the
sol–gel coatings changed their physical properties. The thermal parameters also decreased
with the addition of the cerium in the coating. In other words, the sample with the greater
amount of incorporated zirconium and loaded with cerium (TMZ-III/Ce) had the smallest
values of thermal properties (thermal conductivity and diffusivity). The SEM images show
that the state of homogeneity improved with the increase in the amount of zirconium in the
coating. This can be explained by the changes in the network structure affecting thermal
parameters since Zr is built into the coating structure.
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